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WORKING WITH CHILDREN (CRIMINAL RECORD CHECKING) AMENDMENT BILL 2009 

Second Reading 
Resumed from 18 November 2009. 

HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan — Leader of the Opposition) [2.42 pm]: This bill seeks to amend 
the Working with Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act 2004 and the Spent Convictions Act 1988. The 
2004 act, which came into effect in January 2006, prohibits people with certain criminal records from being in 
child-related work. It provides a scheme to require those engaged in child-related work, which includes 
volunteers, the self-employed and those in religious organisations, to have a working with children check, which 
is obtained by way of application. Applicants are subjected to national screening for criminal convictions, 
including spent convictions, juvenile offences and out-of-state convictions; and certain charges that may not 
have resulted in a conviction. The 2004 act categorises those charges and convictions into two schedules. 
Schedule 1 offences are serious sexual offences against children; schedule 2 offences include other serious 
offences of a sexual or violent nature. Under the principal act, other classes of offences—the third category, if 
we like, although they are not in a separate schedule—are also captured and considered according to the 
particular circumstances.  

If an applicant has been convicted of a schedule 1 offence as an adult, that will result in an automatic bar from 
being granted a working with children check. That is done in the form of what is called a negative notice, which 
automatically prevents the applicant from working in child-related work. Conviction on a schedule 2 offence 
results in an automatic bar unless there are exceptional circumstances. Under the principal act, other offences 
would be assessed according to the particular circumstances, but there is not an automatic bar. This bill seeks to 
put what I have described as “other offences” into a new schedule 3. The bill proposes an additional four class 1 
offences that will result in an automatic ban. I am advised that these are serious offences related to children and 
that they are offences for which there have not been many prosecutions. That is not to say that people have not 
been held to account for the activity in which they were involved at the time; they were charged under other 
offences. 

The table in clause 7 sets out the full range of variations of charges without conviction by class—conviction and 
spent conviction—and directs how the chief executive officer must treat each application according to which 
particular category the offence, conviction or charge relates. The amendments also streamline some of the 
operational matters regarding the implementation of the act. The bill toughens the risk assessment criteria to 
address a matter raised in 2008 about a particular test case of the law and it amends the Spent Convictions Act to 
give effect to a Council of Australian Governments agreement on information sharing across Australian 
jurisdictions. It also extends some of the compliance measures and restricts certain rights of an applicant who is 
seeking to withdraw his application. 

I will touch briefly on the streamlining of some of the operational practices—for example, students who 
participate in a prac that requires them to do the prac in a business. The training provider rather than the 
employer where the prac is taking place will be required to make an application for the working with children 
check. WA Police will be able to notify the business of any offence that is reasonably believed to make it 
inappropriate for a person to work with children. These offences are currently assessed and taken into account 
but WA Police has not been able to notify the business. Employees will be able to notify the screening unit 
directly of any change in a person’s conviction status. Currently, the unit that processes the working with 
children checks cannot act until the employer notifies it. 

I turn now to toughening the risk assessment criteria. I have referred to a case that found that a negative notice 
should not have been issued against a man who had committed a schedule offence about 20 years prior to his 
application for a working with children check. That determination held that the passage of time during which no 
further offence had occurred was enough to reduce the risk of further likely offences being committed. An 
amendment to section 12(8) of the act will require specific consideration to be given to the effect on a child were 
an applicant to reoffend. It is changing the test from the risk being likely to the risk being unacceptable. 

The consequential amendment to the Spent Convictions Act will allow jurisdictions to share information on not 
only convictions, but also spent convictions and charges. I am advised that a trial is underway and that following 
the trial a memorandum of understanding will set out the restrictions and obligations about how that information 
is to be shared and used. 

I turn now to compliance measures. I am advised that withdrawing an application has allowed some people to 
avoid being issued with a negative notice. The amendments before us will ensure that those who are issued with 
an interim negative notice will be prevented from withdrawing the application. It is hoped that that will have the 
effect of ensuring that those people cannot mislead others about whether they have either applied for or received 
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a working with children check. The screening unit will be given the power to issue an interim negative notice 
more quickly on notification of new charges or convictions.  

One of the other operational matters that, I guess, is streamlined by this bill is that applicants who want to appeal 
the issue of a negative notice will have to provide a submission to the screening unit. This will allow the 
screening unit to reconsider whether its decision is appropriate prior to it proceeding to the State Administrative 
Tribunal. It will fast-track consideration of whether the facts that led to the negative notice being issued were 
wrong. The operational streamlining will also extend to sharing of information on whether applications have 
been lodged between agencies.  

The opposition supports this bill. At the time the principal act was proclaimed it was only the second act of its 
type in Australia. It went further in its scope than the only other act that was in place in any other state in 
Australia, and that was Queensland. At that time the government deliberately phased in the implementation of 
the bill to assist the wide range of groups and sectors that work with children. If members think about all the 
groups of people—agencies and voluntary organisations—that deal with children, they will understand that the 
implementation of that legislation was phased in to allow those various groups to put in place their own 
procedures to meet their new obligations.  

We said at the time the act was introduced that we expected the legislation to be finetuned and developed over 
time. Indeed, we knew that there would be some legal tests as those who were issued with negative notices 
would choose to test the extent of the powers of the new legislation.  

It is important to note that a working with children check is not a silver bullet to prevent people who work with 
children from abusing them. I say that for two reasons. Firstly, most of the abuse that happens to children is done 
inside a family home by a family member or somebody close to the family, as opposed to somebody who deals 
with a child outside a family. Secondly, the single most effective tool against child abuse is effective, vigilant 
parenting, including recognition by parents that checking that an adult working with their child has a working 
with children check cannot of itself prevent that person from doing the wrong thing. The strongest protection for 
children is forthcoming from not only active and engaged parents, but also a community that says it will not 
tolerate abuse against children.  

I will reflect on some of the controversy around the principal act at the time it was introduced. The principal act 
included assessment against spent convictions, charges laid for which prosecutions were never proceeded with, 
and juvenile offences. When dealing with offences against children, the balance between the civil rights of an 
adult who is accused or has a history of offences and the safety of the children must lie with the safety of the 
children. Charges of this kind often do not proceed to prosecution, not because there is not a case to be made, but 
because the evidentiary requirements for relying on child witnesses could be either difficult to meet or deemed to 
be so traumatic for the child to relive the particular circumstances that it is not in the best interests of the child to 
proceed. At the time the principal act was introduced we made no apology for striking that balance in favour of 
the child and, clearly, this government similarly makes no apology for striking that balance in favour of the 
child.  

Working with children checks are an important tool, because in addition to the practical measures it takes to 
screen those who would otherwise hide their criminal history, the education and public awareness campaigns 
that were run at the time, and I hope will be run in the future, draw community attention to the issue and to 
everybody’s obligations.  

At the time of the debate on the principal bill, it was interesting for me to note that the present Minister for 
Police got a significant amount of media attention by criticising the former government for not including drug-
related charges in that bill. I wonder in fact what his views are now. I welcome the minister’s feedback on 
whether the government gave consideration to including—as the member for Hillarys insisted that we should do 
only four years ago—drugs charges because of the heinous effect they have on children.  

There was also debate at the time—in fact, I think the minister expressed this view—about whether the State 
Administrative Tribunal was the appropriate place to handle appeals; in fact, whether the whole appeal 
mechanism itself was appropriate. I note that there are no changes in the bill before us to reflect that view. I 
welcome the views of the Minister for Child Protection on what she thinks about that now.  

I am also interested to hear whether there will be any continuation of the awareness campaign, not just because 
of the changes that will occur as a result of the bill we are debating now but also because I think it is important. 
As the generation of people who work with children turns over, it is important not to assume that just because 
one generation of that cohort knew what their obligations were four years ago, everyone who comes after them 
will continue to have the same level of current knowledge about their obligations. I am also interested in whether 
additional resources have been allocated to the unit to deal with the consequences of the widening of the scope of 
the act.  
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With those comments and with those questions, I am happy to indicate again that the opposition supports the bill. 
We see this as an important part of the evolution of the working with children regime, and we are happy to 
support it.  

HON ALISON XAMON (East Metropolitan) [2.56 pm]: The Working with Children (Criminal Record 
Checking) Amendment Bill 2009 amends the Working with Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act 2004 and 
the Spent Convictions Act 1988. The bill amends the working with children act to address key issues that have 
arisen in the operation of this legislation. I note the Leader of the Opposition’s comments that it was always 
intended that this act would be open for review at a later date. Obviously, that is why we are here today. The 
Spent Convictions Act is amended to enable spent convictions, and, I note also, pending and non-conviction 
charges. The records of juvenile offenders are also to be shared with screening authorities approved through an 
intended intergovernmental agreement across Australia.  

The bill makes improvements by addressing issues that have arisen since the act was brought into operation. 
These include clarifying a number of the provisions relating to how offences will be considered and better 
sharing between government agencies, and there are amendments allowing the working with children screening 
unit to cancel a card if the cardholder has new relevant charges or convictions. It will streamline provisions 
relating to students on placements in child-related work and extend provisions currently applicable to pre-
adoptive parents.  

Other amendments include the provision that a person wishing to have a negative notice reviewed by SAT must 
first make a submission to the chief executive officer. I understand that is in proposed section 13A. There are 
amendments for prohibiting certain people from withdrawing their applications for an assessment notice—that 
is, circumstances in which the CEO has proposed to issue a negative notice—and for extending circumstances in 
which an applicant will be deemed to have withdrawn his or her application for an assessment notice.  

A table specifying how the CEO is to decide an application for an assessment notice will be included. The table 
is intended to be exhaustive of the situations that may arise when a criminal record check is conducted. The 
additional clarity provided by this amendment is welcome.  

A person can apply for an assessment notice only if that person is, or is proposing to be, employed in child-
related employment or carrying on child-related business. This amendment has been proposed to remove the 
problems that have arisen—as we were advised in our briefing—when a person applies for an assessment notice 
and, despite requests for information to establish that the person is employed in child-related employment or 
carries on a child-related business, no response is received from the applicant. Certainly, the key point that I 
would like to make is that, like everybody in this place, I believe that protecting our children from sexual, 
physical and other forms of abuse should be a key priority for law-makers and governments. The appalling 
prevalence of child abuse in all its forms, combined with its devastating and long-term effects, means that it is an 
issue which we simply cannot ignore and which should be core government business. Assessing the criminal 
history of people working or seeking to work with children is an important part of this overall strategy for 
managing risks to the safety and the wellbeing of children, although I certainly concur with the Leader of the 
Opposition’s comments that it is by no means a silver bullet—I will speak on that a little later. 

The Greens (WA) support the principal working with children act, and acknowledge the need for checking the 
criminal records of people who work with, or propose to work with, children. I note from the committee report 
that the legislation is only one part of a strategy that employers need to put in place to make their workplaces 
child safe. I think that is being widely acknowledged. 

While we must not lose sight of the fact that the main aim is to minimise the risk of harm to children—an aim 
that the Greens would clearly and strongly support—there are quite significant implications for people being 
issued a negative notice. In trying to address that balancing act—it is a delicate balancing act—we recognise that 
this can have an enormous impact on people’s employment opportunities and, therefore, their livelihoods and 
welfare. Therefore, we understand that it is crucial that the working with children criminal check screening 
process be conducted in a rigorous, predictable and transparent manner so that people know where they stand 
and so that, hopefully, we can get the balance right and also ensure the highest protection for our children. 

One of the concerns that the Greens have is the lack of definition of the term “indecent act” in the bill. 
According to the explanatory memorandum — 

The intention is that the term “indecent” will be interpreted in its ordinary context as meaning anything 
that is unbecoming or offensive to ordinary standards of propriety prevailing at the relevant time. The 
provision is intended to apply where sexual behaviour is not an element of the offence, but is clear from 
the facts of the offence, that the person has performed an indecent act that causes concern. It is intended 
that this provision will apply, for example, in the following type of case:  
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• wilful exposure offences where the offender commits the offence by exposing their genitals in 
a sexual way, e.g. by “flashing”, as opposed to an offender being intoxicated and commits the 
offence by exposing themselves while urinating in a public place … 

This is a discussion that I seem to have had quite a few times in this place. It is a difficult one to try to resolve. 
Although it is clear that there are benefits in allowing a certain amount of flexibility in interpreting the term, it 
nonetheless poses a number of dangers, or at least issues, and is contrary to the common law principle that the 
law needs to be clearly defined. As I have previously mentioned when we have been discussing this type of issue 
in legislation, when we have a state population of nearly three million people, there are, of course, likely to be 
varied views of what constitutes an indecent act and what that would encompass. I know that I would certainly 
feel more comfortable if this term was more clearly defined. 

I note that this was a concern that was shared by the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes 
Review, which recommended that the minister explain why the term “indecent act” is not defined in the bill, 
provide an explanation of the definition of “indecent act” as it will be applied in the bill and how it is intended to 
be applied in the bill—so I look forward to hearing that from the minister—and explain whether a broad 
definition of an indecent act under section 203 of the Criminal Code will be applied, which is contrary to the 
case law that states that a narrow definition should be applied. I certainly would welcome the minister’s advice 
on these matters when the minister has the opportunity to respond. 

The committee was concerned that the bill was providing the chief executive officer with the power to make a 
decision that an indecent act had occurred — 

• when police, after reviewing all the evidence, had chosen not to lay a charge that was relevant 
to indecent assault; or 

•  where a charge proceeds through the courts and there is no finding that an indecent act 
occurred.  

I should point out that the last two dot points mentioned are a direct quote from the committee report. 

I want to also talk about the issue of amendment to the Spent Convictions Act. Part 3 of the bill amends the 
Spent Convictions Act to give effect to the “Memorandum of Understanding for a National Exchange of 
Criminal History Information for People Working with Children”, which was signed on 26 November last year. 
The amendments will enable Western Australia to share spent conviction information with screening authorities 
in other states and territories and were approved through an intergovernmental agreement. This also includes 
pending and non-conviction charges, juvenile offences and the details of these records. I understand that these 
provisions came out of a Council of Australian Governments agreement endorsed by the Premier, which will 
allow sharing of enhanced criminal history information with authorised screening units in other jurisdictions. 
The Greens (WA) support streamlining the sharing of criminal history information. Cumbersome and unwieldy 
systems obviously are not in the best interests of any of us; they are certainly not in the best interests of children. 
This has become an even more important issue as more and more people move between states for employment. 

According to the government, the intention is that the spent conviction scheme in WA will apply only to the 
extent that is necessary to enable the exchange of inter-jurisdictional criminal history information for the 
screening of people for decisions about their safety to work with children. Again we welcome the minister’s 
advice on whether this information is not to be used for general employment or registration purposes, and the 
acknowledgement that there must be natural justice provisions, an assessment framework and, of course, staff 
with appropriate skills to deal with such sensitive information. 

The Greens acknowledge, again as mentioned by the Leader of the Opposition, the inherent difficulties in 
balancing the interests of child protection against the right to work. We are very mindful that when we are 
talking about such serious issues we are more inclined to err towards the protection of children, simply because 
of the seriousness of what we are talking about. Having said that, though, it is still a balancing act. We also 
acknowledge the importance of safeguarding privacy and the principles underpinning our judicial system, 
including the right of a person to be presumed innocent until found guilty as well as the opportunity for 
rehabilitation. I realise that is a very subjective thing to say because, of course, we also talk about the level of the 
seriousness of offences. 

Given the highly sensitive nature of the information that will be accessed under this legislation, the Greens are 
very concerned to ensure that there are very stringent requirements around the use and control of this 
information. That is something that we are particularly concerned about. We therefore welcome the advice in the 
explanatory memorandum regarding the strict conditions that will be placed on receipt of the information and on 
the use of the information received. The Greens understand that it is very important to share with other states 
information about past abuses of children. We acknowledge that other jurisdictions are making similar 
provisions for the limited purpose of implementing the COAG agreement; however, we note the concerns 
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expressed by the committee and its recommendation that provision for the protection of sensitive information of 
individuals should be found in the bill. 

We need more discussion and debate on the expansion of criminal history checking. It is really sensitive 
information, and there is great potential for individuals to be stigmatised, discriminated against or even just 
embarrassed and humiliated if it is mishandled. I also note that Victoria has not agreed to share information on 
non-conviction charges. In a sense, by choosing to disclose spent, pardoned or quashed convictions, we are 
concerned that incentives and reward for rehabilitation may be removed and a person’s name may be marked for 
life even when that person may have been wrongly convicted or subsequently exonerated. We need to be 
realistic here, because people are prevented from doing a large range of activities if they do not have a working 
with children check card. The obvious example is that they are not allowed to work in employment with 
children. Also, they are not able to coach children’s sports teams or to volunteer in particular capacities in 
organisations that deal with children. Therefore, the Greens (WA) are concerned that the sharing of information 
relating to non-convictions is inconsistent with the principle of innocent until proven guilty. 

I also want to speak further on the issue of spent convictions. I have given this quite a bit of thought. I absolutely 
understand why there is a great desire to move the capacity to check beyond a simple conviction. I particularly 
single out spent convictions because, of course, once people constantly have a spent conviction following them, 
as it were, it effectively negates the purpose of it being a spent conviction. When thinking about this I was 
thinking that if someone who was going to be working with my kids had a spent conviction for something that 
would harm them, I would not care, frankly; I would be quite happy to have that revealed. That is certainly part 
of the overall approach in trying to make sure that we are erring on the side of protecting our children.  

But, I am having a little difficulty because I am struggling to think of a circumstance with a spent conviction 
where that may actually come into play, considering that spent convictions are generally brought about as a 
result of relatively minor offences. The Greens accept that it has been captured by this bill and we are certainly 
not seeking to move an amendment and are supporting the bill, but I did at least want to place on the record that 
we do have some reservations about whether spent convictions would really capture the sorts of people who I 
think we all agree we are trying to capture here. There is concern about the balance between making sure that 
people can genuinely get on with their lives after having committed relatively minor mistakes that have 
subsequently been effectively overturned by the courts. I notice the concerns that were raised by the Queensland 
Law Society during the Senate inquiry into the corresponding federal legislation. It wrote — 

… this Bill provides yet another example of a rapidly expanding criminal history checking regime that 
encroaches upon the spent convictions scheme without justification borne from relevant modern 
research …urges the Government to commission further research … 

And invite — 

… public discussion and reasoned parliamentary debate … 

The concern that the Greens have with this is not simply being expressed by us. I suppose this is part of the 
difficulty of trying to ensure the passage of this sort of legislation when we all agree that we do not want to let 
people fall through the cracks, and it is that balancing act of how we deal with that. 

On information sharing and the issue of privacy protection, the committee noted that — 

11.19 The Committee does not consider that MOU’s, intergovernmental agreements and Explanatory 
Memoranda provide sufficient safeguards for the individual in relation to sensitive information 
proposed to be exchanged under the Spent Convictions Act 1988. 

 … 

…it is of the view that safeguards protecting the information of individuals should remain 
within the purview of the Parliament and form part of the primary legislation. 

The Greens support the recommendation of the committee on clause 27, “Section 28 amended”. I will not read 
out the amendment, as it is in the report. I am absolutely positive that it has been read extensively by the minister 
and by other members of this place.  

The Greens also support the committee’s recommendation that amendments be made to provide for a review into 
the effect of the changes to the Spent Convictions Act 1988 within 12 months of the commencement date of the 
bill. I would be very interested to hear from the minister about the government’s intentions for a review. As we 
have already heard from the Leader of the Opposition, when this bill was introduced it was always intended that 
it would be subject to review, which has happened. We would all agree that it is such an important piece of 
legislation that we would want to frequently review it to ensure that it is having the effect that we want it to have. 

In relation to transparency of decision-making processes, the committee also raised some questions about how 
decisions are made by the working with children screening unit. The committee recommended that the minister 
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provide an explanation of whether it is the government’s position that any risk, even a risk arising from an 
offender who has a low-risk profile, is an unacceptable risk; and if this is the case, that the minister explain the 
application of proposed section 12(8)(e), particularly in relation to the “length of time” risk assessment, and the 
administrative and investigatory steps by which the department determines whether an allegation made in the 
statement of material facts is true or false. As I said, it is absolutely essential that we ensure there is transparency 
and predictability in the working with children processes and that there is a clear understanding of the 
government’s intentions in enacting this legislation. I welcome the minister’s response to the issues raised by the 
committee in its third recommendation. This also applies to clause 9, proposed section 17, “CEO may require 
certain people to apply for an assessment notice”. This proposed section allows the Commissioner of Police to 
notify the CEO where the person is charged with or convicted of an offence that the commissioner reasonably 
believes makes it inappropriate for the person to continue to carry out child-related work. I note that the police 
commissioner is required to reasonably believe that the person carries out child-related work or the person has to 
have a current assessment notice or has applied for an assessment notice.  

The committee recommended that the minister provide an explanation of whether there are guidelines in place 
for the exercise of the police commissioner’s power under proposed section 17(1); whether the police 
commissioner has the authority to delegate the exercise of the power granted under proposed 17(1) and, if so, 
what is the lowest level officer to whom this power can be delegated; and the checks and balances that are in 
place to protect against inappropriate use of the power under proposed section 17(1).  

I also want to talk about the importance of education. We welcome advice from the minister on the public 
education programs that are intended to be undertaken to advise people about the changes to the legislation and 
its implications to both the public and offenders. I agree with the Leader of the Opposition’s assessment that we 
effectively have a new generation of workers who may not be aware of the changes. I would be very keen to hear 
what has been proposed. I also note that the Salvation Army believes that it will be particularly important for 
offenders and ex-offenders to be informed of the legislation and how it will potentially affect them, including 
what their rights of appeal are if the legislation is wrongly used, not if it is used correctly, and also to ensure that 
strategies are developed to deal with the disclosure in as positive a way as possible. 

Australian Bureau of Statistics’ figures suggest that only 0.9 per cent of sex offenders are ever proven guilty in 
the criminal justice system. I am sure we would all agree that that is not enough. Working with children checks 
are only one part of this. They are not the silver bullet. We need to ensure that we are not creating a false sense 
of security for people or that we are getting complacent about that while, in reality, we are only ever able to 
target a very small percentage of sex offenders. I am not saying that working with children checks are not an 
important mechanism, because they absolutely are; however, they can only ever be part of an overall strategy. 
People who may, in fact, pose a risk to the physical or sexual safety of children may be getting a working with 
children check because unfortunately, in essence, they have not been previously caught or otherwise brought to 
the attention of the police. We know that paedophiles are particularly attracted to working in areas involving 
children, so we understand that that is part of the balancing act of trying to move the scope for checks beyond 
simple criminal convictions. 

Dealing adequately with horrific rates of sexual abuse in a community requires a multidimensional approach that 
is based on sound research. The Australian Bureau of Statistics has identified that most victims of sexual assault 
who have gone to the police know the person who has assaulted them, and that the most commonly reported 
location, as has already been said, is the residential setting. However, there is also an enormous amount of 
information we do not have about sexual assault, and the information we have does not allow us to understand 
how useful various interventions are, including education, prevention and rehabilitation programs. Again, the 
ABS has noted that there is little information or structure currently available to answer the broad question of 
what works and what does not work. 

We need to know more about perpetrators, especially those who become repeat offenders. We need to know 
about under-reporting, as this would improve measures of prevalence and incidence rates. We also need to know 
more about how effective the programs provided in response to sexual assaults actually are. We know that where 
assaults occur, quality interventions can reduce the prevalence and incidence of sexual assault. That is incredibly 
important. We have to ensure that we are developing legislation and policies that are effective and evidence 
based. I welcome the minister’s advice on resources being put into these other areas, such as research and 
offender programs, including programs that contribute to learning more about how we can effectively minimise 
the risk of harm to children. It will be no surprise to the minister to hear me say that I would really like the 
government to look at previous programs such as SafeCare with a view to funding them again. 

I turn now to the red-tape issues in clauses 6(2) and 6(3), under which amendments are proposed to sections 
11(2)(a) and 11(2)(b)(i) of the act. Under the proposed amendments, a person can apply for an assessment notice 
only if he or she is, or proposes to be, employed in child-related employment or is carrying on a child-related 
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business. I note that during her second reading speech, the minister commented that it is important for the 
successful implementation of the checking scheme that the application process be as friendly as possible.  

I take this opportunity to raise an issue that was brought to my attention by one of my constituents. She is a 
qualified teacher who has taken time away from classroom teaching to bring up her three young boys. The 
youngest child is now in preschool and she would like to return to the workforce on a casual basis as a relief 
teacher. She went to the local schools to register as a relief teacher, and was told that to be put on the teacher list 
she would need to have a working with children number; I am sure all members agree that that is appropriate—
we all want that to happen. However, her difficulties began when she applied for a working with children 
assessment and was told that she could not apply unless she had an employer—which she could not get without a 
working with children card! This is a situation that has caused her a great deal of distress and inconvenience. She 
is a mother who, to the best of my knowledge, has absolutely no convictions or anything else that would lead 
anyone to believe that she should not be teaching. This is an example of an administrative issue that needs to be 
tweaked. I would like the minister to take this example on board when she is considering how to make the 
working with children check scheme application process as friendly as possible.  

Finally, I note that the Department for Child Protection currently administers working with children checks. 
However, the Commissioner for Children and Young People Act 2006 transfers this responsibility to the 
Commissioner for Children and Young People. Although the relevant schedule in the commissioner’s legislation 
has not yet been proclaimed and, hence, the commissioner does not have that responsibility at the moment, I note 
that the commissioner also does not want that responsibility. The commissioner is concerned that administering 
the working with children checks might impact on her other functions. The Greens (WA) support the 
commissioner’s view on this. We believe that DCP or WA Police are more appropriate agencies to undertake the 
checks. We also note that the first report of the Joint Standing Committee on the Commissioner for Children and 
Young People, headed “Review of the 2007-2008 Annual Report of the Commissioner for Children and Young 
People”, also supported the commissioner not undertaking the responsibility for the working with children 
checks. Having put all those concerns and issues on the record, I still state that the Greens support this 
legislation.  

HON ROBYN McSWEENEY (South West — Minister for Child Protection) [3.26 pm] — in reply: I thank 
Hon Sue Ellery for her contribution to the debate and for the opposition’s support for the bill. She gave a good 
summary of the bill. As she rightly pointed out, the act was tested and was found to be wanting. It certainly 
needed to be tightened in certain areas. Most children who are abused are abused by family members or by 
someone they know. Will this stop the person who is lurking around playgroups or outside school parks? 
Probably not. But what it will do is protect children who go to school, it will protect children whose sports 
coaches are volunteers, and it will protect children in myriad other situations, such as when they are in the care 
of hospitals, kindergartens, day care facilities or the many, many other government and non-government 
organisations. It offers some sort of protection, which is what we want in Western Australia. We want children to 
be as safe as we can make them. Some 260 000 people have gone through the system.  

Hon Sue Ellery asked me about the State Administrative Tribunal. Yes, when I was in opposition, I said that that 
was perhaps not the best place for an appeal to be heard. I said that for good reason. There was an example of a 
man who was convicted in the 1980s after he pleaded guilty to aggravated assault, under the legislation as it was 
back then. The circumstances of aggravation were that the victim was a little girl. The man had rubbed a seven-
year-old girl on her genitals, but for some reason he was charged by the police only with aggravated assault. Of 
course, some 25 years later he applied for a working with children card and was issued with a negative notice. 
He went to SAT and SAT said that because the offence occurred 25 or 26 years previously—a couple of similar 
cases have gone through—the man would be okay to continue with a working with children card. I take on board 
something Hon Alison Xamon said; that is, parents do not know what this man did 25 or 26 years ago. Most of 
us would be horrified to think that a man who had done that was given a working with children card. We knew 
there was a problem. I saw the problem as being with SAT, because the man had appealed to SAT. But what I 
have since found out as a minister is that it is not so easy to take away those appeal rights. Those appeal rights 
must stay. The Working with Children (Criminal Record Checking) Amendment Bill 2009 provides that when 
the chief executive officer issues a negative notice, the person will have 28 days to plead a case on why the 
negative notice should be overturned; if it is not, the case then proceeds to the State Administrative Tribunal.  

I have looked at the composition of SAT, the members of which include psychologists and social workers—a 
whole raft of professionals who have backgrounds in dealing with the effects of sexual abuse. They will consider 
the applicant’s response to the CEO, and the impact on that little girl of what happened 25 years ago. That is a 
new provision. It is a different situation from that which applies to prisoners, who are released when the 
Prisoners Review Board believes they have a 10 per cent or 20 per cent chance of reoffending. When considering 
the chances of offences occurring against children and the protection of children, 10 per cent or 20 per cent is far 
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too high. This is an important issue, and SAT will now have to take into account the impact on victims who had 
offences committed against them years ago. This legislation has tightened that up considerably.  

Hon Sue Ellery asked about people who had committed drug-related offences. Hon Sue Ellery—having been a 
former minister—and I know the effects drugs can have on a family, and in the context of working with children 
all sorts of issues must be explored. Hon Alison Xamon asked about what would happen if the applicant had a 
spent conviction, and I was trying to think of an example whereby the spent conviction was drug related. The 
government had to consider whether a person with a spent drug conviction can work with children. There has to 
be a lot of flexibility. 

Hon Sue Ellery: Minister, will you take an interjection? 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY: Yes. 

Hon Sue Ellery: What the member for Hillarys was talking about was, for example, people with convictions for 
the manufacture of drugs and people with convictions for selling drugs, particularly to children. I asked whether 
the government had considered expanding the scope of the schedule 1 and 2 offences to include drugs and those 
sorts of charges.  

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY: I think everything was on the table, and I think that may be picked up in 
schedule 3, which picks up any other offence. I am not sure on that, but when we get to the committee stage I 
will be able to answer that further. 

I thank the Greens (WA) for their support. Hon Alison Xamon stated that the safety and wellbeing of children is 
paramount, and it is. In a working with children check we do not look at the criminality of the person as such; we 
look at whether that person can work with children. There may be issues around the criminality and type of 
offence committed by a person that would not stop him or her from working with children. I am not talking 
about the heavier end of the scale, but certainly those spent convictions that the member asked about would be 
given consideration. For example, somebody who may have been out drinking all night may decide to get up at 
nine o’clock in the morning to walk home, be disoriented and urinate in front of a childcare centre where 
children are playing, for which he may have a spent conviction. We have to be flexible and look at every issue 
when considering whether a person is allowed to work with children. That could be one issue—I could be 
wrong—but when we go through the Committee of the Whole stage, we will certainly look at that.  

The member talked at length about the Spent Convictions Act. I have the recommendations that the committee 
brought down in its report, which I will go through one by one to give members some idea of the response to 
them. In respect of public education programs, I believe that we will review the literature, and that will be 
updated and put out in post offices where people can apply for their working with children card. It will also be 
placed on the website, and we will talk further if we need to do anything more. 

The member mentioned the case of a teacher who had been away from the classroom—the mum who wanted to 
go back to teaching. She is not actually teaching so she cannot have a working with children card. However, she 
can start teaching and put her working with children card form in and that will be assessed. She can teach while 
that application is being assessed, but she needs to have the job first because we do not issue people with 
working with children cards if they are not working. 

Hon Alison Xamon: Certainly, minister, that is how we understood it would work as well, but somehow through 
the administrative process it has not quite worked out that way. The advice that she received from one of the 
schools was that she needs to get the card, but they will not issue the card. Can I suggest that I recommend she 
contact your office, then that could be resolved. If it turns out there is a broader issue, perhaps the department 
could take that on board to find an easy way to resolve that. 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY: I am very happy to do that. She can ring my office and we will sort out the 
problem, and hopefully it is just a one-off. 

Recommendation 1 in the report of the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review 
stated — 

The Committee recommends that the Minister for Child Protection provide to the Legislative 
Council an explanation of why Clause 2(b) does not specify a date for proclamation. 

The bill was drafted to allow flexibility for the commencement of various provisions. This will allow any 
necessary changes to regulations to occur. The Working with Children (Criminal Record Checking) Regulations 
2005 will probably require minor amendment. Regulation 11A will require some amendments to bring it in line 
with changes to the Working with Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act. As I said, other changes may be 
required. Regulations will be required to prescribe persons who can receive spent conviction information, and 
responsibility for these regulatory changes rests with the Department of the Attorney General. I, as we all do, 
view this bill as being important and it is a high priority. It was one of the first bills that I put to cabinet when I 
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came in as minister. I do not see any need to delay the commencement of the bill other than to allow for that 
necessary regulatory amendment. The government has also agreed through the Council of Australian 
Governments working group to amend the Spent Convictions Act. This agreement will not allow unreasonable 
delays in proclaiming the bill. On the assumption that there are no plans to delay the proclamation of the bill—
there are not—the suggested draft response advises the committee that the only anticipated delays to 
proclamation will be delays necessary to make those required amendments to the regulations. 

Recommendation 2 of the committee stated — 

The Committee recommends that the Minister for Child Protection provide to the Legislative 
Council an explanation of : 

i) the definition of “indecent act” that will be applied in clause 7 proposed section 12 item 
7; and in particular  

This is another issue that the member was interested in. Indecency is an element of several criminal offences in 
the Criminal Code, such as indecent assault or indecent dealing. The term “indecent” is not defined in Western 
Australia; the applicable law is the decision of the Western Australian Full Court in Drago v R (1992) 8 WAR 
488, which held that in order to amount to an indecent dealing, the conduct must involve the human body, bodily 
actions or bodily functions in a sexual way. It is not intended to target conduct that is simply outrageous or 
offensive to common propriety. It is a bit like the situation with the bill that we dealt with last night—the Child 
Exploitation Material and Classification Legislation Amendment Bill—with regard to what is thought to be 
“indecent”.  

Recommendation 2 continues — 

ii) the reason that the term “indecent act” is not defined in the Bill; and  

Legal advice from both parliamentary counsel and the senior legal officer from the working with children 
screening unit in the Department for Child Protection was to the effect that a statutory definition of the term was 
not necessary. The term already includes an affront to sexual modesty or an act that provides sexual gratification. 
The amendment requires that the person has performed an indecent act. This requires a physical act by an 
applicant.  

Recommendation 2 continues — 

iii) whether it is the Government’s intention to apply a broad definition of an indecent act 
under s. 203 of the Criminal Code (contrary to the case law which states a narrow 
definition should be applied) 

The cases referred to by the committee are decisions from Queensland. As I have stated, the case law in Western 
Australia provides a clear and binding definition of the term “indecent dealing”. The proposed amendment is 
drafted to require that an applicant has performed a physical act. In that regard, the interpretation that will be 
taken by the department is consistent with the narrower definition referred to in the Queensland case. It needs to 
be expressed that a finding that an applicant has performed an indecent act in the course of committing an 
offence is not the end of the matter. The matters listed in proposed section 12(8) still require consideration and 
weighting. The nature of the offence must have relevance to child-related work. As an example, a person may 
work in the adult entertainment industry, and it may be found that the person has performed an indecent act to 
private adult patrons. In this scenario, the nature of the offence is unlikely to have relevance to the person’s 
suitability to be engaged in child-related work. At the other end of the scale, in the case of Brian Scott, which 
was heard by the State Administrative Tribunal and the Court of Appeal, Mr Scott was found to have rubbed the 
genitals of a young girl in the course of committing the offence of assault. Clearly in this case the indecent 
behaviour has a high relevance to Mr Scott’s suitability to be engaged in child-related work. So we need to 
provide that flexibility in weighting.  

Recommendation 3 of the committee states — 

The Committee recommends that the Minister for Child Protection provide to the Legislative 
Council an explanation as to: 

i) whether it is the Government’s position that any risk, even a risk arising from an 
offender who has a “low risk profile”, is an unacceptable risk. If this is the case, will the 
Minister explain the application of proposed section 12(8)(e), particularly in relation to 
the “length of time” risk assessment; and 

The Department for Child Protection administers the working with children act in accordance with the 
interpretation of the Court of Appeal. The test is whether, on the materials properly before the department, there 
is an “unacceptable risk” that the person might harm a child physically or sexually if permitted to carry out child-
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related work. This requires an appropriate balancing of the matters listed in the current section 12(8) of the 
working with children act, such as age at the time of offending, the passing of time without further charges being 
laid, and the relevance of the charges to child-related work. At all times the department must consider the best 
interests of the child as being the paramount consideration. However, as I have said, SAT is the failsafe as well.  

Recommendation 3 continues — 

ii) the administrative and investigatory steps by which the Department determines whether 
an allegation made in the statement of material facts is true or false.  

The relevant consideration is that an allegation has been made that a person has physically or sexually harmed a 
child, and this allegation has led to a person being charged with a criminal offence. The Court of Appeal has 
made it clear that the working with children act does not require any finding as to what in fact occurred, one way 
or the other, but does require an assessment of the person’s suitability to be in child-related work in light of the 
fact that an allegation has been made. The Court of Appeal requires consideration of reasons why a case was 
discontinued, and the apparent strength or weakness of the prosecution case. I have some draft correspondence 
that lists some of the matters—it is not exhaustive—that are considered by the screening unit. I will provide that 
list at the committee stage.  

Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 

[Continued on page 1066.] 

Sitting suspended from 3.45 to 4.00 pm 
 


